The nuclear transition matrix elements M Nd isotopes in the case of 0 + → 0 + transition are calculated using the PHFB wave functions, which are eigenvectors of four different parameterizations of a Hamiltonian with pairing plus multipolar effective two-body interaction. Employing two (three) different parameterizations of Jastrow-type short range correlations, a set of eight (twelve) different nuclear transition matrix elements M (0ν) is built for each decay, whose averages in conjunction with their standard deviations provide an estimate of the model uncertainties.
INTRODUCTION
Ascertaining the mass and nature of neutrinos requires the analysis of observational data obtained from three complementary experiments, namely single-β decay, neutrino oscillation and neutrinoless double beta (ββ) 0ν decay. In any gauge theoretical model with spontaneous symmetry breaking, the observation of (ββ) 0ν decay implies non-zero mass of Majorana neutrinos at the weak scale independent of the underlying mechanisms [1, 2] . The varied scope and far reaching nature of experimental as well as theoretical studies devoted to (ββ) 0ν decay over the past decades have been excellently reviewed by Avignone et al. [3] and references there in.
The observed experimental limits on the half-life T 0ν 1/2 of (ββ) 0ν decay have already provided stringent limits on the associated gauge theoretical parameters [4] . The reliability of extracted gauge theoretical parameters depends on the accuracy of nuclear transition matrix elements (NTMEs). For a given transition, different NTMEs are obtained employing distinct nuclear models, and for a given model, they also depend on the model space and effective two-body interaction selected. Other uncertainties are related with the inclusion of pseudoscalar and weak magnetism terms in the Fermi, Gamow-Teller and tensorial NTMEs [5, 6] , finite size as well as short range correlations [7] [8] [9] [10] , and the use of two effective values of the axial-vector coupling constant g A . The spread between the calculated NTMEs provides a measure of the theoretical uncertainty [11] . In the case of the well studied 76 Ge isotope, it was observed that the calculated decay rates differ by a factor of 6-7. The effective neutrino mass m ν is inversely proportional to the square root of T 0ν 1/2 . Hence, the uncertainty in the effective neutrino mass is about 2 to 3. For example, from the experimental limit T 0ν 1/2 > 1.6 × 10 25 yr [12] , the upper limits on m ν range between 0.4 eV and 1.0 eV, depending on the NTME [13] [14] [15] . If the (ββ) 0ν decay were observed in several nuclei, the comparison of calculated ratios of the corresponding NTMEs-squared and the ratios of half-lives could also test the validity of nuclear structure calculations in a model independent way [16] .
Rodin et al. [17] have estimated the theoretical uncertainty employing two models, the QRPA and RQRPA, with three sets of basis states and three realistic two-body effective interactions. Different strategies to remove the sensitivity of QRPA calculations on the model parameters have been proposed [18, 19] . Further studies on uncertainties in NTMEs due to short range correlations using the unitary correlation operator method (UCOM) [7] and self-consistent coupled cluster method (CCM) [8] have been also carried out by Faessler and coworkers.
Up to now, the QRPA model and its extensions have been the most successful models in correlating the single-β GT strengths and half-lives of (β − β − ) 2ν decay and the first in explaining the observed suppression of M 2ν [20, 21] . Nonetheless, the large scale shell model (LSSM) calculations of Strasbourg-Madrid group are quite promising [22] . Deformation has been included at various levels of approximation in the QRPA formalism [23] [24] [25] . Recently, the effects of pairing and quadrupolar correlations on the NTMEs of (β − β − ) 0ν decay have also been studied in the interacting shell model (ISM) [9, 26] and the projected-Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (PHFB) model [27, 28] .
The PHFB model, in conjunction with pairing plus quadrupole-quadrupole (P QQ) [29] interaction has been successful in the study of the 0 + → 0 + transition of (β − β − ) 2ν decay, where it was possible to describe the lowest excited states of the parent and daughter nuclei along with their electromagnetic transition strengths, as well as to reproduce their measured ββ decay rates [30, 31] . The PHFB model is unique in allowing the description of the ββ decay in medium and heavy mass nuclei by projecting a set of states with good angular momentum, while treating the pairing and deformation degrees of freedom simultaneously and on equal footing. On the other hand, in the present version of the PHFB model, the structure of the intermediate odd Z-odd N nuclei and hence, the single β decay rates and the distribution of GT strength can not be studied. Notwithstanding this limitation, it is a convenient choice to examine the explicit role of deformation on the NTMEs. In the study of β − β − decay, there are four noteworthy observations in connection with deformation effects [27, 28] , namely:
(i) There exists an inverse correlation between the quadrupole deformation and the size of NTMEs
(ii) The NTMEs are usually large in the absence of quadrupolar correlations; they are almost constant for small admixture of the QQ interaction and substantially suppressed in deformed nuclei.
(iii) In agreement with the observations made by Simkovic et al. [32] , the NTMEs have a well defined maximum when the deformation of parent and daughter nuclei are similar, and they are quite suppressed when the difference in the deformation is large.
(iv) The deformation effects are of equal importance in case of (
In earlier works, we have calculated NTMEs M 2ν for the (β − β − ) 2ν [30, 31] and M (0ν) for the (β − β − ) 0ν decay [27] with the P QQ effective interaction [29] , and the effect of hexadecapolar correlations (HH) [28] on the calculated spectroscopic properties and (β − β − ) decay rates has been studied. In the present work, we employ two different parameterizations of the QQ interaction, with and without the HH correlations. Further, the NTMEs M (0ν) are calculated with three different parametrizations of Jastrow type of SRC employing the four sets of wave functions. The twelve NTMEs provide a reasonable sample for estimating the associated uncertainties. In Sec II, the PHFB formalism employed to describe the (β − β − ) 0ν decay with the inclusion of the finite size of the nucleons and short range correlations is shortly reviewed. In Sec. III, the four different parameterizations of the pairing plus multipole Hamiltonian are introduced, the calculated NTMEs vis-a-vis their radial evolution are analyzed, and their average values as well as standard deviations are estimated. Subsequently, the latter are employed to obtain upper limits on the effective mass of light Majorana neutrinos. Conclusions are given in Sec. IV.
II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM
In the Majorana neutrino mass mechanism, the inverse half-life of the (β − β − ) 0ν decay due to the exchange of light neutrinos for the 0 + → 0 + transition is given by [13, 33, 34] 
with
and
The origin of the neutrino potential H(r 12 ) is due to the exchange of light Majorana neutrinos between nucleons being considered as point particles. To take the finite size of nucleons into account, neutrino potential H(r 12 ) is folded with a dipole form factor and rewritten as
where
and the cutoff momentum Λ= 850 MeV [27] . The short range correlations (SRC) are produced by the repulsive nucleon-nucleon potential generated through the exchange of ρ and ω mesons. They have been included in the calculations of M (0ν) for the (β − β − ) 0ν decay through the phenomenological Jastrow type of correlations with Miller-Spenser parametrization [35] , effective operators [36] , exchange of ω-meson [37] , UCOM [7, 38] and self-consistent CCM [8] . It has been observed that the effects due to the Jastrow type of correlations with Miller-Spenser parametrization are usually strong [36] , where as the UCOM and self-consistent CCM have weak effects. Further,Šimkovic et al. [8] have shown that it is possible to parametrize the SRC effects of Argonne V18 and CD-Bonn two nucleon potentials by the Jastrow type of correlations within a few percent accuracy. Explicitly, the effects due to the SRC can be incorporated in the calculation of M (0ν) through the prescription
with f (r) = 1 − ce −ar have similar forms, but differ in its value at the origin, and at the position of its maximum, which lies at 1.54, 1.15 and 1.09 fm for SRC1, SRC2 and SRC3, respectively. They have clear influence on the radial evolution of the (β − β − ) 0ν decay matrix elements discussed below.
The calculation of M (0ν) in the PHFB model has been discussed in Ref. [27] and one obtains the following expression for NTMEs M
The π(ν) represents the proton (neutron) of nuclei involved in the (β − β − ) 0ν decay process. The matrices f Z,N and F Z,N (θ) are given by
The extra factor 1/4 in the Eq. (28) of Ref. [27] should not be there.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The model space, single particle energies (SPE's), parameters of the P QQ type of effective two-body interaction and the method to fix them have been already given in Refs. [27, 30, 31] . Presently, we use the effective Hamiltonian written as [28] 
where H sp , V (P ), V (QQ) and V (HH) denote the single particle Hamiltonian, the pairing, quadrupolequadrupole and hexadecapole-hexadecapole parts of the effective two-body interaction, respectively. The quadrupole-quadrupole part of the effective two-body interaction V (QQ) has three terms, namely the protonproton, the neutron-neutron and the proton-neutron ones, whose coefficients are denoted by χ 2pp , χ 2nn and χ 2pn , respectively. In Refs. [27, 30, 31] , the strengths of the like particle components of the QQ interaction were taken as χ 2pp = χ 2nn = 0.0105 MeV b −4 , where b is the oscillator parameter. The strength of protonneutron component of the QQ interaction χ 2pn was varied so as to fit the experimental excitation energy of the 2 + state, E 2 + . In the present work, we also employ an alternative isoscalar parametrization of the quadrupolequadrupole interaction, by taking χ 2pp = χ 2nn = χ 2pn /2. In this case, the three parameters are varied together to fit E 2 + . We will refer to these two parameterizations of the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction as P QQ1 and P QQ2.
Employing either method, the experimental excitation energies of 2 + state E 2 + [39] can be reproduced within about 2% accuracy. The maximum change in E 4 + and E 6 + energies with respect to P QQ1 interaction [30, 31] is about 5% and 18%, respectively. The reduced B(E2:0 + → 2 + ) transition probabilities, deformation parameters β 2 , static quadrupole moments Q(2 + ) and gyromagnetic factors g(2 + ) are in an overall agreement with the experimental data [40, 41] for both the parametrizations. In the case of P QQ2 parametrization, the maximum change in the calculated NTMEs M 2ν for the 0 + → 0 + transition with respect to P QQ1 parametrization is about 21% but for 94 Zr isotope. The HH part of the effective interaction V (HH) is given as [28] 
with q 4ν = r 4 Y 4ν (θ, φ). The relative magnitudes of the parameters of the HH part of the two body interaction are calculated from a relation suggested by Bohr and Mottelson [42] . The approximate magnitude of these constants for isospin T = 0 is given by
and the parameters for the T = 1 case are approximately half of their T = 0 counterparts. Presently, the value of χ 4 = 0.2442 χ 2 A −2/3 b −4 for T = 1, which is exactly half of the T = 0 case. We refer to the calculations which include the hexadecapolar term HH as P QQHH. We end up with four different parameterizations of the effective twobody interaction, namely P QQ1, P QQHH1, P QQ2 and P QQHH2.
A. SRC and radial evolutions of NTMEs
In Table I , the NTMEs M (0ν) evaluated using the HFB wave functions in conjunction with P QQ1, P QQHH1, P QQ2, P QQHH2 interactions and three different parametrizations of the 1/2 MeV following Haxton's prescription [13] . The NTMEs are calculated in the the approximations of point nucleons (P -2nd and 3rd columns), finite size of nucleons (F -7th column), point nucleons with SRC (P+S -4th to 6th columns), and finite size plus SRC (F+S -last three columns). To obtain additional information on the stability of the estimations of NTMEs M (0ν) , they are also calculated for A/2 in the energy denominator in the case of point nucleons, given in the column 3.
We present the relative changes in NTMEs M (0ν) (in %) due to the different approximations in Table II . In each row, i.e. for each set of wave functions, the reference NTMEs M (0ν) are those calculated for point nucleons without SRC, given in the second column of Table I . It can be observed that the relative change in NTMEs M (0ν) , when the energy denominator is taken as A/2 instead of A, is of the order of 10 %. It confirms that the dependence of NTMEs on average excitation energy A is small for the (β − β − ) 0ν decay and the validity of the closure approximation is quite satisfactory.
The variation in M (0ν) due to the different parameterizations of the Hamiltonians (presented in the different rows) lies between 20-25%. It is noticed in general but for 128 Te isotope that the NTMEs evaluated for both parameterizations of the quadrupolar interaction are quite close. The inclusion of the hexadecapolar term tends to reduce them by amounts which strongly depend on the specific nuclei.
The inclusion of SRC in the approximation of point nucleons (P+S) induces an extra quenching in the NTMEs M (0ν) , which can be of the order of 18-23% for SRC1, to negligible for SRC3. The dipole form factor (F) always reduces the NTMEs by 12-15% in comparision to the point particle case. Adding SRC (F+S) can further reduce the transition matrix elements, for SRC1, or slightly enhance them, partially compensating the effect of the dipole form factor. It is interesting to note that the effect of F-SRC2 is almost negligible, i.e., nearly the same as F.
The radial evolution of M (0ν) has been studied in the QRPA byŠimkovic et al. [7] and in the ISM by Menéndez et al. [43] by defining
In both QRPA and ISM calculations, it has been established that the contributions of decaying pairs coupled to J = 0 and J > 0 almost cancel beyond r ≈ 3 fm and the magnitude of C (0ν) for all nuclei undergoing (β − β − ) 0ν decay are the maximum about the internucleon distance r ≈ 1 fm. In Fig. 2 is studied for eight cases, namely P, P+SRC1, P+SRC2, P+SRC3, F, F+SRC1, F+SRC2 and F+SRC3. In addition, the effects due to the finite size and SRC are made more transparent in Fig. 3 by plotting them for different combinations of P, F and SRC. In case of point nucleons, it is noticed that the C (0ν) are peaked at r = 1.0 fm and with the addition of SRC1, the peak shifts to 1.25 fm. However, the magnitude of C (0ν) are increased for SRC2 and SRC3 with unchanging peak position. In the case of FNS, the C (0ν) are peaked at r = 1.25 fm, which remains unchanged with the inclusion of SRC1, SRC2 and SRC3. However, the magnitudes of C (0ν) change in the latter three cases. The above observations also remain valid with the other three parametrizations of the effective two-body interaction. 
B. Uncertainties in NTMEs
To estimate the uncertainties associated with the NTMEs M (0ν) for (β − β − ) 0ν decay calculated using the PHFB model, we evaluate their mean and the standard deviation, defined as
Recently, it has been shown byŠimkovic et al. [8] that the phenomenological Jastrow correlations with MillerSpenser parametrization is a major source of uncertainty. Therefore, it is more appropriate to consider SRC2 or Maximum and minimum relative change in the NTME M (0ν) (in %), for all nuclei included in table I, due to the use of a different average energy denominator ( second column), the inclusion of three different parameterizations of the SRC (SRC1, SRC2 and SRC3) with point nucleons (third to fifth column), the inclusion of finite size effect (F) (sixth column) and finite size effect plus SRC (F+SRC1, F+SRC2 and F+SRC3 in last three columns). In each row, the results employing one of the four different parameterizations of the effective two-body interaction are displayed. Nd isotopes in the light Majorana neutrino mass mechanism using a set of PHFB wave functions. The reliability of wave functions generated with P QQ1 and P QQHH1 interactions has been tested in previous works by calculating the yrast spectra, reduced B(E2:0 + → 2 + ) transition probabilities, static quadrupole moments Q(2 + ) and g-factors g(2 + ) of participating nuclei in (β − β − ) 2ν decay as well as M 2ν and comparing them with the available experimental data [30, 31] . An overall agreement between the calculated and observed spectroscopic properties as well as M 2ν suggests that the PHFB wave functions generated by fixing χ pn or χ pp to reproduce the E 2 + are reasonably reliable.
In the present work, NTMEs M (0ν) were calculated employing the PHFB model with four different parameterizations of the pairing plus multipolar type of effective two body interaction and two(three) different parameterizations of the short range correlations. It was found that the NTMEs M Fig., (a), (b) , (c) and (d) correspond to P, P+SRC1, P+SRC2 and P+SRC3, respectively. Further, (e), (f), (g) and (h) are for F, F+SRC1, F+SRC2 and F+SRC3, respectively. given in Ref. [27] must be multiplied by a factor of 2. It implies that the limits on the effective light neutrino mass < m ν > must be reduced by a factor of 2 whereas the limits on effective heavy neutrino mass < M N > must be multiplied by a factor of 2. In both cases the limits are twice more stringent. decay of 100 Mo isotope.
